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The “Vor”, “Nach”, and “Indes”  
Learn the foundation of the German 

Fechtschule with the Messer. 
 

Bring a sword/Messer simulator and protection gear. 



opposita iuxta se posita magis 

elucescunt / vel exposita 

oppositorum cui autem 

Aristotle states in the Peri hermaneias that there are certain logical relationships 
between these four kinds of categorical proposition. These relationships 
became the basis of a diagram originating with Boethius (6th century). 

© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com  (some texts quoted from Wikipedia) 

In the “Liechtenauer System” all 
opposites used are contradictory 
to each other, for those things 
that are defined as “weak” 
cannot be strong. 

From the moment on it is 
observable a thing must be 
either “strong” or “weak”. As 
long as it is not observable (it 
can’t be felt) it is unknown. 



Oppositions shine brighter when 

put next to each other, Even if 

they had been put opposite to 

each other. 

The quote of the most 
important manuscript in 
Liechtenauer’s tradition refers 
to Aristotle’s book. The 
unknown author plays with 
the geometric relationship of 
the “oppositions” of 
Liechtenauer “Swach weder 
stark / herte weder weich / et 
sequitur“ (Weak vs Strong, 
Hard vs. Soft, etc.). 

STRONG 

WEAK 

HARD 

SOFT 

© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com, the quote is transcribed and translated from the GMN 3227a  



Liechtenauer’s Five words are 
constructed from two opposites 
and something in-between them. 
To identify the analogy used here 
we don’t have to look far as we 
know that the four guilds of the 
fencing masters are aligned to the 
four evangelists. 

 

Lukasbrüder – Luke/Ox 

Freifechter – Matthew/Man 
Marxbrüder – Mark/Lion 

Federfechter – John/Eagle 

 

What is in-between the evangelist is 
often displayed as a lamb like in 
this 10th century ivory plaque with 
Agnus Dei on a Cross between the 
emblems of the four evangelists. 

© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com, Image Metropolitan Museum of Art under OASC licence 



STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

The Five Words of 
Liechtenauer are to be 
visualised in the 
diagram to apply them 
in a fight. 

 

It consists the aspects 
of time and impression. 

 

Contradictory 
opposites are put 
opposite to each other. 

 

The diagram only 
works with the Five 
words. If you replace 
the aspect of time with 
another aspect of 
impression it won‘t 
work. 

IN-
BETWEEN 

© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

The “secret” of the five words 



STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

We can understand the 
five words if we use 
their multiple 
meanings in our mind. 

 

This helps us to judge 
the situation correctly. 

IN-
BETWEEN 

© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

Understanding the words 

hard 
tough 

intense fierce 

powerful 

feeble 

vulnerable 

soft 

shaky 

fragile 

slow 

behind 

late 

as soon as 

not ready 

following 

leading 

early 

ready 

fast 

in front 



Aristotle took observation to be crucial. What we 
observe is the outer world and our inner feelings. 

 

The inner feelings are not ignored in the 
manuscripts (“by guter vornunft“, „habe 
froelichen mut mit limpf“ , „mit gutem mute“, 
etc.) but in this document. 

 

You can observe the outer world, what is 
represented by your opponent in a fight. But you 
cannot observe yourself without a mirror. Thus all 
you do is only observed in the reflection, reaction 
of your opponent. 

 

The Five Words are to be found at your opponent. 

© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

Where To find 

the five words 



STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

We know that we know nothing 

Before we do observe, we know nothing. 
We don‘t know if the opponent is strong, 
fast, weak, hard, or anything else.  

 

The circle representing our opponent in 
the diagram is a huge ball without any 
direction. 

 

But we know that we cannot survive 
without observation and while we 
observe and appraise we need to be sure 
in our distance („und sal auch mit dem / 
in synen schreten gewisse sein / und sal 
dy haben recht zam gemessen / das her 
nicht zu korcz ader czu lank schreite“) 
and fight him off („ das iener nicht czu 
slage kome“). 



STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

We know what we SEE AND FEEL 

The best way to observe the opponent is 
when we add the sense of feeling to our 
eyesight. This happens in the INDES or 
In-between, when we get contact to any 
part of the opponent.  

 

As this additional sense only is helping 
while we have contact, the ball is now of 
the same size or smaller as the In-
between. 

 

If you move that ball anywhere in the 
diagram, you will see, that it can never 
bee in four regions at the same time. And 
the more you know about your opponent 
and the smaller the ball gets the more 
precise the localization of the ball will be. 



STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

1 

We know what we KNOW 

If we observed correctly we can put the 
opponent at his place in the diagram and 
we see that if there is Weak or Strong 
there is the bind. 
 

1. Strong in the bind but After because 
he is not threatening me 

2. After because he tries to parry but 
even that does not work 

3. Weak in the bind but not decided if 
Before or After 

4. Before and I am not getting him into a 
bind 

5. Before and binding me by his Strong 
 

6. We are In-Between, nothing is decided 
yet 

 

2 

3 

4 

5 6 



STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

We KNOW where we are 

If we observed the opponent correctly we 
know where we are. We are divided by 
the binding axis in the middle of Strong 
and Weak. So along the axis we both can 
be Strong or Weak at the same moment, 
but we both can never be Before or After 
together. 

 

So if he is Before and Strong, we could be 
Strong and After, or Weak and After. But 
we can never be in the Before quarter. If 
we think that we are there, we are 
deluding ourselves.  

 

So best is, not to care about where we are, 
but how we get him, where we want him 
to be. 

 

 

 

 



STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

1 

We know what we want 

If we know where the opponent is now 
and we want him to be someplace else in 
the diagram, we have to pass through the 
bind. If we want him to stay where he is, 
we elude the bind. Every play can be 
visualized by this diagram of the Five 
Words. 

 

The orange arrow is essential what we do 
in the first play, the Zornhau. Therefore 
the play has two options (dotted orange 
arrows):  the way over the Weak and the 
way over the Strong. And these two 
options are what we are taught in the 
play. Those options can be used separated 
or chained (red arrow). How huge such a 
chain might get are we taught later on in 
the manuscript. 

 

2 



© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

The Zornhau verses 

Was auf dich wirt gericht  
Zorenhaw ortt das gar pricht  
Wiltu yn beschemen  
Am messer ler abnemen  

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

1 

2 What is aimed at you 

 He is in Before 
 

Wrath Strike and Point breaks 

 The Before is broken here  

 
Want to make him ashamed 

 You want him to be in After 
 

Learn to take away by the knife 

 What is taken away here is not the 
knife but the Before. 

 



© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

The Zornhau Step by Step - I 

wenn er von der rechten 
seitten oben zu dem kopff 
schlecht  

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

There are two fighters Red and 
Green. 

 

The fighters get near to the 
“one step distance” and Red 
cuts a strike from above to the 
head of Green. 

 

To strike someone on the top of 
his head it is needed that his 
head is not much higher than 
the own shoulder, otherwise the 
target would be the face or 
shoulder. Therefore Green is in a 
low stance: the Horse Stance. 

 

 Strike from above 



© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

The Zornhau Step by Step - II 

So haw von deiner rechten 
seitten auch von oben mit ym 
zorniklich gleich an all 
versatzung oben ein  

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

Green attacks Red’s 
Before with After, he 
strikes from high above a 
Zornhau that lands ontop 
of Red’s blade. 

 

Green has to adjust his 
stance and distance 
according to his whish to 
end overbinding Red in 
his Strong by his Weak 
and moves into a high 
Archer-Stance by 
redrawing his left foot. 

 

Wrath Strike 



© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

The Zornhau Step by Step - III 

Indes laß den ortt fuer 
ein schiessen ym zu dem 
gesicht oder prust vnd 
wendt Indes dein messer 
gegen dem seinen das 
dy lang schneid oben 
stee vnd dy kurtz vnden  

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

Green turns his knife and let it 
shoot forward to face or chest 
of Red. 

 

Green moves in a wider Archer-
Stance, turns his knife counter-
clockwise or clockwise (it’s not 
relevant) and winds the blade 
into the face around the 
opponent’s blade, moves the 
arm to the left and threatens 
with the point. 
 
Remember Winding 
is about winding your 
blade around the  
other blade, not 
turning your blade. 

WINDING 1 



© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

The Zornhau Step by Step - IV 

wirtt er des ortz gewar 
So windt wider auff sein 
lincke seiten den ortt zu 
dem gesicht das 
Evchling dy lang 
schneid oben stee  

Green keeps the knife turned 
or turns it again (now in the 
other direction) and pushes to 
the side. 

 

Green steps out with his left 
foot and by this is repeating 
what he had done before. Red 
flees in back or in a crouching 
stance. 

 

This is optional, it could be used 
instead of the “Winding 1” before 
or skipped, if the opponent moved 
himself already to After. 

 

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

WINDING 2 



© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

The Zornhau Step by Step - V 

wirtt er des ortz gewar 
So reiß am messer auff 
oben an des messers 
klingen wider von 
seinem messer vnd haw 
Im zu der anderen 
seytten zu dem kopff  

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

Red presses to the side 
and Green pulls up the 
blade to bring it down on 
the other side again. 

 

Green steps now with his 
right foot and cuts down 
on the other side of Red’s 
blade. 

 

The stepping isn’t 
necessary, but offers the 
option to pass the 
opponent or throw him. 

Take Away High 



© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

The Zornhau - Conclusion 

In every situation Green 
mirrors Red until finally 
Green exchanges place with 
Red. 

It is of no use attacking 
Strong with Strong. Only if 
Stronger you have the 
opening. (Pis sterker / 
weder wint / stich ) 

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

Overbind in 
the middle 

Evade 
because of 
being later 

Attack his 
Strong with 
the Weak 
(point) 

Attack his Weak with 
the Strong wind up 

Hit because 
being faster 



© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

The Zornhau Step by Step – III - Fail 

Haw das recept 
Macht er den zorenhaw 
auff dich mit dem ortt so 
haw Im nach seiner handt 
In das gelenck Inbendigs 
auff sein Ewerliche handt  

Instead of attacking the 
Strong with the Weak, 
Green attacks the Weak 
with the Strong (grey ball) 
assuming himself to be 
Strong. 

 

Green misjudged the 
distance or forgot where to 
step, so that his Weak is 
not on Red’s Strong of the 
blade. Therefore Red is 
now free to reposition 
himself and cut into the 
arm of Green. 

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

1

2

Strike The ReCIPE 



© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

The Zornhau Step by Step – IV - Fail 
zorenhaw mit dem ortt vnd 
will dir zu dem gesicht 
stechen So senck dein messer 
nider mit gestracktem arme 
vnd senck Im den ortt auff 
sein prust vnd scheub In woll 
ze ruck vnd setz das linck 
pain woll zu rück 

Green attacks with the Weak 
(grey ball) instead of the 
Strong, therefore Red can 
outstep him. 

 

Green turns the knife but 
stepped not to the outside but 
only forward or out of timing. 
Thus his Strong does not lock 
the Weak of Red and Red is 
free to get out of the bind. 

 

 

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

lowered Long Point 



© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

Mirorring  

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

Most plays mirror the opponent to win the fight but avoid the balance in In-Between, 
being much easier - but for teaching the art the Zornhau is the best. 

 

STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

Krumphau attacks with the 
Weak, if possible directly to the 
hands or to the Strong. If you 
break the Ox you attack with the 
weak chained by an attack with 
the Strong, moving fast through 
the balance. 

Schielhau attacks with the Strong to 
displace the Weak. If you break the 
Plough you attack first with the 
Strong and chained with the Weak, 
again the balance. Twerhau does the 
same but attacks the flat with the 
Strong and by this makes the Strong 
weak, teaching that Strong is not a 
fixed part of the blade. 

Nachreisen attacks Before with 
After – being the perfect and pure 
play. 



© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

Zornhau – Further plays 

The further plays of the Zornhau repeat the same principles, but they teach that Strong 
and Weak is NOT only defined by the length, but by edge versus flat too. 

Lower the point through 
Hurt the head with the long “Cross” 

Here the master teaches a play. After you done the 
“Wrath Strike with the Point” drop the point low, 
and move the knife in front of your body, let it move 
between him and yourself. Then hit him with the 
“Cross” and the “long edge” to his right ear. 

Does he want to hit you “cross” to your ears 
Lower the point to the breast if you want to 
befool him 

Now the master teaches a disruption of the named 
play. That you must know, as he wants to hit you 
cross to your ears and is high with the arms, so 
lower the “Hanging Point” to his chest and push 
him away with the knife. 

Use the Twer (Cross) to 
make the Strong weak 
by it’s flat. Strong is 
not a part of the blade 
but an impression. 

If you think you have to 
attack the Weak with 
high arms, you are 
wrong because you are 
weaker than him. 



© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

Zornhau – Further plays 

And the next play teaches that the long edge is stronger than the short edge. 

Of the „Wrath strike“ learn to bring it upright 
Strike short or learn to split the jaws 

Now the master teaches a play you do of the “Wrath 
strike”. You must know that as you have done the 
“Wrath strike” at him, you must really get low with 
the point. With high arms switch with the bowed 
knife between him and you (while you move the hilt 
must be up). On contact (with his blade) twist your 
hand and hit him with the “short edge” in his face or 
cut through his face with the “short edge”. 

Short with the edge is he binding 

Wind the point rightly so you will find him 

 

Now the master teaches a disruption of the former 
play. And this you must know. If he wants to cut 
you with the short edge in your face or hit you as 
said before, you wind on contact the point 
upwards against his knife and stab towards the 
right side of his face. 

Attack with the mid of 
the long edge his Weak. 
This teaches you that 
the long edge is strong. 

If you think you have to 
attack the Weak with 
high arms and the 
Strong of the Short 
edge and let the point 
move out, you are wrong, 
because you are weak. 



STRONG 

WEAK BEFORE 

AFTER 

IN-
BETWEEN 

© Jens Peter Kleinau, http://talhoffer.wordpress.com 

Zornhau – Further plays 

And the next play teaches that everything works the other way round too, because the 
Zornhau ends in the middle… as long as you do not make a mistake.  

Learn to „Take off“ straight 
Hurt the head badly with the “Long edge” 

Now the master teaches how to „take off“ with the 
long knife. After you done the “Wrath strike” turn 
your knife against his, such that the “long edge” is 
up. On contact turn again to your right side against 
his left side such that the “long edge” is now down 
and the dull edge is up, and stab to his face. On 
contact [of his displacement] “take off” quickly your 
knife and hit him to his right side with the “long 
edge” to his head. 

While he is „Taking off“ straight 
Strive to step aside 
Stay, strike, cut, or thrust 
Your flat turn against his 
Hence the “Take off” is disrupted 

 

Now the master teaches a disruption of the “Take off” 
plays. That is to understood. While he is “taking off” his 
knife straight, step aside to your right, a good way out of 
his strike. And by this stay and hit him with your knife’s 
“long edge” on the head; or wind/turn your knife against 
his such that the “long edge” is above and thrust to his 
face; or hit the short edge to his face. 


